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This talk will review our efforts on exploiting nonlinear dynamics, as well as vibration and 
elastic/acoustic wave phenomena, in engineering problems. First, we will discuss vibration energy 
harvesting using piezoelectricity for low-power electricity generation, with a focus on leveraging 
designed nonlinearities for bandwidth enhancement. Experimental results will be compared against 
model simulations using the method of harmonic balance. Multiphysics problems of energy harvesting 
from fluid-structure interaction, and multifunctional concepts such as energy-harvesting bioinspired 
robotic fish will also be presented. After that, we will discuss mechanical and electromechanical 
metamaterials and metastructures for vibration/wave attenuation, including a recently introduced 
general theory, followed by piezoelectric metamaterials with digital programming enabled by synthetic 
impedance circuits. Bandgap (attenuation frequency range) tuning, rainbow phenomenon, wave 
compression, wave mode conversion, and reciprocity breaking will be demonstrated for elastic waves 
through spatial and spatiotemporal programming. Nonlinear metastructures exploiting chaotic vibrations 
will also be introduced. Our recent efforts on using analog and digital piezoelectric shunt circuits will 
then be shown for vibration attenuation in structures via concepts like nonlinear energy sink and basic 
Duffing-type nonlinear circuits. Finally, if time permits, we will discuss examples on higher frequency 
problems including gradient-index phononic crystals lens designs for elastic and bulk acoustic/ultrasonic 
waves, wireless ultrasonic power and data transfer, and leveraging vibrations/vibroacoustics and guided 
waves in the human skull-brain system for transcranial ultrasound. 
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